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Postings on De’VIA Central Facebook Day 2 – FISH motif  
[PART THREE] 
 
 

 
Elly Redford 
Different cultures... Deaf still comes together regardless! 
 
 



 
"Old Fish Gossip" 
Shawn Richardson 
Medium: watercolor painting and pen on paper  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
Deaf Schooling Handeye Fish (2) 
Nancy Rourke 
Theme- Deaf Children's Rights 
This is a group of Deaf handeye fish who are protecting each other as a 
strong Deaf community, to advocate for Deaf Children's Rights. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Paul Scearce  
Ink drawing 
 
 

 
 FISH 
Pratigva Shakya 
 



 

 
Olive Fish 
Diane A. Squires @copyright2016 
Medium: Ambient ArtRage3 (iPad) 
 



 
fish motif  
Storme Ren Heidi 
Multimedia, ink and paint 
 



 
Fish (video) 
Dorothy M. Wilkins 
ASL Poem  
:39 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kYI2EYdJEdo&feature=youtu.be 
 
 
 



 
“Chair + Fish” 
Daniel Winship 
mediums: Ballpoint pen and Digital 
 
chair- someone sat on the chair for long time. The chair grew become the 
tree . It wasn't go anywhere until forget where I am. 
Fish- hand shape of seven fishes with head light. 
picture- get off the seat, jump in water and swimming away from the chair. 
 
 
 



 
 
“ASL FISH!” 
Jenny J5 Witteborg  
Size: 25" x 16" x 4"  
Constructed/ photoed/filmed 2/2/2016 
Photo of a 3 D set up mixed media 
Board covered with white silky cloth, then covered again on bottom with 
metalic orange cloth, with far left covered with cotton cloth printed with 
rainbowcolor circles overlapping. On top is winkled teal blue tissue paper 
with round edges on top, and straight edge on the bottom (to suggest surface 
of water).  
Light teal and dark royal blue ribbons (two each) going horizontally on the 
white background tucked under the circle cotton cloth.  
On top is a ceramic tile (10 x 10) with a bump that is actually an eye without 
an eyeball. The bump is painted into a fish with rainbow stripes and three 
circles (one for eye, one for dorsal fin and one for tail fin)  
The ceramic is broken just at the part with the Dorsal circle -  
On the left ontop of the cotton circular print cloth is a white bottle filled with 
white glue with a black top on the tip. On the body of the bottle are the 
letters ASL (light blue teal with dark blue markers. The letters are amoeba 
shapes with dots. A has a light ILY stick drawing. The neck of this bottle 
has a filmy white net as if a fishing net. 



 
“Guarding the Tree of Life” 
Sandra K Wood 
Watercolor and charcoal pencils 
[Image: Big green Tree of Life with huge trunk and roots spreading under 
water. There's a faint outline of a hand in the leaves of the tree. Each of the 
big roots have a word written on top: CULTURE, HISTORY, ART, ASL, 
VALUES, IDENTITY, COMMUNITY. There are 7 fish swimming in and 
out of the roots.] 
I'm fascinated with the Tree of Life and have been wanting to do a piece 
with this motif somehow for quite some time. In Iran mythology, the fish 
guard the Tree of Life so that gave me some inspiration for this picture. The 
fish are the Deaf community who both guard the Tree of Life and feed from 
the roots. This was a new medium since I've never used watercolor pencils 
before so the picture didn't quite turn out the way I wanted but still thought 
I'd go ahead and post it. 



 
“Exotic Hand Fishes” 
Yusuf Yahya 
Finger paint, rubber cement, finger paint paper and paint pen 
Size: 12 x 18 inch  
Deaf hand identify and hand movements are like fish as the beautiful sign 
language. 
 
 



 

 
Svetlana Zinovieva 
"I wanted to speak , but I could not ! I always felt like I 'm at a dead end , 
like a fish in an aquarium . I was embarrassed to talk to hearing people.. 
limit.. dumbness.. my life in the aquarium of silence" 



 
Collective work 
This art was colored by guests who attended our recent Deaf Arts Festival 
meeting in Michigan. Kathy Derderian selected this picture of fishes which 
was enlarged to 24 x 36 inches high. The picture was cut into 15 pieces and 
given to guests of the meeting. They used markers, crayons and water color 
pencils to fill in their little rectangles. They did not know the outcome of the 
big picture until recently. 
 
Kathy picked this picture because fish are Deaf, just like many of us, 
colorful and lively! — with Caleb Stephens, Monica Imielowski, Paul 
Kuplicki, Nancy Sue Harrison, Kathy Derderian, Heather Lukosavich, 
Rosemary Langevin, JoJo Lynn and Sean Forbes. 
 
 


